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About This Game

Pax Romana: Romulus is an RPG/Adventure game that takes the mythological story of Romulus and Remus, legendary founders
of Rome, on a different fiction. In the meantime, let the players create their own farm and design home.

Sometimes tragic and sometimes funny events of our protagonist Romulus will vary depending on the decisions of the players.
In our adventure in the ancient world, we will encounter mythological characters as well as the original characters. Especially the

eyes of the gods will be on our hero throughout this adventure. On the other hand, players will be able to design and develop
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their home and farm.

GAME MAP

FEATURES

Story: Get ready for an elaborated and breath-taking story.

Open-World:  Explore an ancient world with forests, rivers, towns, farms, caves and temples.

Basic Needs: Fulfil hunger and energy needs to maintain of character’s vitality.

Health: Don’t be afraid of death! There are no enemies here that can hurt or kill you!

Gathering Resources: Collect wood, stone, plants etc. and create new items.
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Craft System: With more than 100 objects choice, design your house and farm. Show your difference!

Farming: Sow seeds, give water and harvest. Buy livestock, feed them and make use of their products.

Up-to-dateness: Be ready for the new quests and items to be added continuously.
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Title: Pax Romana: Romulus
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Locus Ludus
Publisher:
Locus Ludus
Release Date: 27 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10/8/7/Vista/XP/2000

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 600 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1366x768 or better display

English
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super mario on squares :D. Short version: YES you should get this, but wait for a sale.

Longer version: Purchased this because I love Stardock and want them to make more GCIII content (and soon : P), but I hesitate
to recommend it at the full $5 price tag. The folks at Stardock almost always price their products well (including emailing
discounts to loyal buyers) (thank you!), but this particular piece of DLC seems to be a bit overpriced. The map editor IS a cool
product, but it plus a few maps seems like a lot for $5. Now, I could very easily be wrong -- I'm not sure how much time went
into the editor and maps -- which is why I purchased it for the full-price. But I think it's definitely in your best interest to wait
for this particular pack to go on sale.

In the meantime, go play Sorcerer King : P. It's a lot of fun.. MiniGolf Mania plays and feels great. The controls are tight, the
camera system works well, the powerups are pretty fun, but there are only 9 holes right now (launch day; 3\/25\/16). I mean,
what is here, is great. I am excited to play some local co-op this weekend. There is no online multiplayer.

I played through the existing 9 holes twice in about half an hour, solo style. It is probably the best minigolf game I've played.

I am going to give this a thumb's up for being fun for a mere three bucks, BUT you need to be aware that while the
developers may add more holes, it very well could never happen. . I am absolutely taken with this game.
I am not a recreational reader so when this game popped up in my recommended, I was a little skeptical. After two hours of a
wonderful adventure I'm hooked, and I can't wait to explore every possible story arc for Avatar of The Wolf. ( I put Dream
Daddies down for it, and I've been waiting to play it since my laptop broke a few days after its initial release. ). REALLY
Dig the potential of this application and its beautiful. While well done, its a bit feature limited atm which is fine, its early
access. Its stable, or so has been thus far for me and has played well in general with my system, so yay there. I was able to put
together an interesting test stream with this but its a bit frustrating to use as a streamer at the moment.

ok few things that i REALLY hope you add:
- Please give a hot key to toggle scenes, also allow us to set the time or give more options then just 30 mins.
- For those of us who plan on using this along side a live performance and streaming, is it possible to give us an option to
select the audio device we would like the software to use? Defualting to what ever is main windows sound presents all kinds
of issues to those of us with complex audio configurations.
- An Auto pilot for free cam, one that moves in a gental arcs would be nice, or the ability to assign different camra paths to
scenes.
- Either remeber a scenes various configurations OR allow the scene effects to be global so that when i chang scenes i dont
have to pull up the config and select HUE PAN everytime.
- I like the notion that the EQ puts off light that relects. It would be fantastic if some aspect of the background or various
other elements of hte image were audio reactive besides the EQ.
- Ability to toggle between sine wave andbar style EQ, or hell make a dlc pack of various EQ types
- Twitch API and Stream elements integrations would be AMAZING, cheers emotes and commands to triggger events in scene
for subs would hit the spot.
- some ability to integrate a personel brand\/logo where it is subtle and in some small way part of the scene. Would just wave
me the hassle of making masks and doing some nifty scene layer work.
- midi integration, so i could use something like an APC40 as a console to control all the settings with a device (hey i can
dream damn it).

I would be more then happy to be a test case for some streamer tools or testing or whatever, you guys are on a good path want
to see it grow. Thanks for the effort thus far.. Unfinished game suddenly released at 1.0 version after months of no updates.
COOL! It had potential too.. Lovely little engine ideal dock and shunting work.. The sound is somewhat good but other than
that this game is not much to have. The english is bad and it's rather short. A few good scares though.
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An enjoyable couple of hours. Get it for 50c on gala store. I wanted to like this game so bad! I've given it so many tries! And it
always end the same: uninstall after an hour or two of playing.. I keep trying to give it another shot.. but the campaign
mechanics are just too terrible to enjoy :(. Beware Newbies.

After recently getting into racing games and wanting to try out a bike racing game, I picked up MotoGP 15 Compact after
reading a review from another user. I was excited to try the game and was looking forward to riding a motorbike for the first
time.

That being said, I have to warn you. This game is not for newbies. It is not an entry into racing games by any means. This game's
controls are exceptionally difficult and personally I was not willing to put the effort into learning them.

The graphics are beautiful, sound is on point and everything is top notch but those controls are extremely unforgiving, even with
all the assists turn on. I know some of you may simply think I'm a noob, but that's the whole point. From a newbie's prespective
I would definitely recommend avoiding this one as it is clearly catered to people who have experience with racing games.

I could barely keep my bike on the road and couldn't get out of last place no matter how hard I tried due to the extremely
difficult learning curve. This is not a game for newbies and definitely not for people just starting out with racing games.
Unfrortunately I can't really recommend any other alternatives so if you do want to put in the effort to learning the mechanics
and controls in this game just understand that it will take a very long time to master.. What is there to say about this relaxing
puzzler? Not terribly much.

The game revolves around a series of puzzles making use of rope wrapping around various objects & figurines. The objective
tends to be wrapping around nails or surface area coverage. While initially simple, the puzzles do gradually increase in difficulty
at a good pace, sometimes giving you pause where you might have breezed through the previous puzzle.

While it might be a simple puzzler the figurines look fantastic.

If you can find it on sale for two-to-three dollars it's certainly worth a play!. I can't wait for the full game. I played this game
alone, and it had me on my toes the whole time.. This game is basicly like SPAZ but, the first iteration of it. This may be worth
buying if you like flying a spaceship around, mining, and protecting the mothership. Though it is old and it should be a definet
factor as to wanting to buy it or not.
It control well enough for its age, though the keyboard controls are odd.
I personaly recomend the game but, it is not for everyone.. This is a fun sequel to the original game! It felt like it might have
been a little shorter, though it's still a pretty beefy puzzle game. I enjoyed the art, ambient soundtrack, and the ability to navigate
with the keyboard arrows. Definitely worth the price!. I love it!

Frankly it's a limited tool but even to someone quite OK with digital art its well worth it as a time saver.
A LOT of fun to play with!

Current projects I'm working on generic star\/planet stuff in the background is all I need. Visual novel and 3dcg comic. Yes I
can make things with 3d, render them, correct a dozen errors with software, etc. The "Time Saver" alone is well worth it. Don't
have time to work on a game right now, but it will certainly be used when I do. I do have that 2d side scroller kit thing...

Also you can import your objects. I found success with .png format - and I used Affinity photo to edit. I reccomend that
program highly if you want something fast and -shop level without paying a ton to just 'subscribe'... Just copied on new layer,
selected and cut\/made invisible all I didn't want, export to .png - was able to import, rotate, play with color\/size, scale etc.

Therefore: If you want to import your Space Ship, superhero, Alien relical etc. you should be just fine.

Some suggestions for the maker:

1 - need option of more than one sun, with lighting effects.
2 - Need to be able to shuffle the layers, so things can be ahead\/behind stuff without deleting\/loading.
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3 - Increase the liabrary of planets, stars, add meteors, etc.
4 - customizable user liabrary for added objects.
5 - for light\/shade need a "behind\/ahead" option so some objects can be behind the sun as far as light goes.. I suffer from
severe depression and I want to kill myself.
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